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COLLEGE GETS PAGE OF 500 YEAR OLD BIBLE

GLEN BUCK IS DONOR OF 15TH CENTURY WORK

Paper Copy Was Printed at Branson in 1450; To Be Displayed at Library

Dramatizing and reading a page from one of the many handwritten bibles printed by the inventor of Gutenberg's movable type nearly 500 years ago, President Wriston ended his talk on the morning's convocation with the announcement of the gift of this invaluable specimen of Gutenberg's art by Glenn Buck, of Chicago, Ill.

This remarkable gift makes Lawrence one of the few institutions in the world possessing a page of its kind. The incunabula is in very good condition; it is a fine example of the art of printing specialists, has long been associated with the good name of Gutenberg. The items in the page are of note, and as such came into possession of the University in the State of the United States, the "Cliff Dweller.

Duo From 15th Century

Most of the pages, now a part of the valuable collection of Lawrence college marks it as one of the papers printed by Johannes Gutenberg in the year 1450. This page was sent to the college through the courtesy of Mr. R. H. Wriston, professor of religious studies.

Approximately 80 Collected By Blue Key Members At Convocation

Approximately 80 was contributed to the Blue Key sympathy fund by the student body at Lawrence college as a donation in connection with the regular vote at convocation recently. Further donations promised but not yet received, will raise the total amount.

The campaign for donations to a sympathy fund was the first financial effort of a nature such as mine upon the local campus by the service fraternity. According to Ross Condon, 23, president of the organization, further contributions will be solicited after the present funds are exhausted.

The fund will be administered by three members of the Blue Key, but as yet the committee has not been selected.

College Band Presents

For Guests, Student Body and Community

The Lawrence college band, under the direction of Ernest Moore, professor of instrumental music, presented a program of concerts and dances...
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Notice

YOUR LEISURE TIME

As the days of the winter term become shorter and shorter, students find that there is not as much leisure time as there was when they were working in the summer. As the night becomes longer and colder, the student finds it more difficult to relax and enjoy himself. The darkness of the evening makes it more difficult to see the surroundings, and the cold wind makes it more difficult to get warm.

THE MERCURY DROPS

Frosted windows and snowdrifts break the coming of cold weather to the campus, as the mercury drops below the zero mark on its first excursion to the depths.

Students, plodding to classes with books tucked under their arms, are as cold as the outside of the cold spell. Activities are condensed in hurrying from one warm spot to the cold outdoors to another. Clothing, when there is a hint of frost, helps the shivering ones to forget their discomfort.

The Memorial Chapel, standing stark and white, seems a symbol of the present cold weather. It is a haven of refuge, where a hot fire helps the shivering ones to warm themselves.

...and extra curricular activities, there were still two hours in each twenty-four hours...

...averaged and it was found that a freshman spends his day as follows...

...most everyone does have a few hours in each twenty-four hours...

...by that she cannot live again, calls...

...abominable lecturer but an authority...

...beauty and the faculty...
Six Vikings Named On Official Big 4 Teams

FOOTBALL PREDICTIONS

Purdue 16 Indiana 6
Illinois 18 Michigan 7
Minnesota 13 Wisconsin 6
Notre Dame 39 Northwestern 6
Washington 10 Chicago 8
California 16 Stanford 10
Yale 18 Harvard 18

By Jack Wilcox

With the Big 4 season over, as far as Wisconsin state college are concerned, the annual head scuffling at Big Four coaches has officially terminated the season with the selection of a Big Four all-star team. The selection, which were made public Thursday, include three Lawrence players on the first squad, a like number on the second, and five were honored mention.

The three Vikings who were honored on the first team by the four college and publicists and directors of the college are, Capt. St. Mitchell, Carl Voeckl, and Paul Fischl. H. K. Martin was named for the second squad and Schmoller, Krone, Gelbke, Rasmussen and Barnes were honored mention.

Coach Denney gives an apple every morning to the member of the basketball squad making the most free throws out of 20 attempts. Laird and Rasmussen pulled a fast one the first try by tying high score, but Jack was saved Denney from a further embarrassment by carrying off the first place of the contest for the next two weeks. We suggest that the fellow with the kewpied apple saves a shot.

FOOTBALL


Fred L.此 has one last chance to reclaim herself tomorrow, when she plays Lake Forest. Last year the two teams fought to a 9 to 8 tie. Remember Lake Forest two years ago when they played the Vikings? The Gold Coasters were a decidedly bad reputation on Lawrence campus.

As a prelude to this battle for first place, the Sig Eps and D. L.'s are going to make a strong attempt to make the first last weeks predictions. People who "Dustpan" didn't think so much of evening. Following the dinner, Dr. Bring the girl friend to Moose and her friends will give a basketball party, which will be conducted by various groups, for the entertainment for the evening.

Sig Eps rose to great heights Tuesday night in old Alexander gym to crush the rampaging Theta Phi, and incidentally, interchess themselves firmly on the first rung of the volleyball tournament ladder. After getting off to a wobbly start that saw the Theta reaping six points in quick succession in the first game, the men from the Sig Ep house, led by their captain "Willy" Krone, and the 14 men standing on the first through an opposing line to break up Bickel, Led by their Captain, "Red" Martin, Laurence gains in every battle. It won't be much longer, the Vikings? The Gold Coasters received honorable mention. The Gold Coasters were a decidedly bad reputation on Lawrence campus.

Sig Eps rose to great heights Tuesday night in old Alexander gym to crush the rampaging Theta Phi, and incidentally, interchess themselves firmly on the first rung of the volleyball tournament ladder. After getting off to a wobbly start that saw the Theta reaping six points in quick succession in the first game, the men from the Sig Ep house, led by their captain "Willy" Krone, and the 14 men standing on the first through an opposing line to break up Bickel, Led by their Captain, "Red" Martin, Laurence gains in every battle. It won't be much longer, the Vikings? The Gold Coasters received honorable mention. The Gold Coasters were a decidedly bad reputation on Lawrence campus.


STEG.

"Something Light"

Whatever the hour—noon, afternoon, evening or after the theatre—when your preference is for "something light," a Sandwich and its chicken sandwich is to be recommended for its superior merits. It is thought, and most earnestly believed, that the chicken sandwiches served at Steiger's are unsurpassed in quality elsewhere.

The character of the suits and overcoats tailored by Charter House will earn you your most sincere liking.

OTTO JENSS
COLLEGE CLOTHING
Appleton, Wisconsin
STAMP EXHIBIT WILL BE SHOWN

Appleton Organization To Display Collections At Conwy On Saturday

An extensive exhibit of postal stamps, including some of the rarest collections to be found in the United States, will be on display in the lobby of the Conwy Hotel from 9 o'clock Saturday morning until 9 o'clock Saturday night. The exhibition is being promoted by the Appleton Philatelic Society, of which H. M. Brehm is president, and H. M. Brehm secretary.

Officials of the society point out that the display should be of general interest, even as a matter of education, and will provide entertainment even to those not interested in stamp collecting.

Great numbers of foreign stamps and an almost complete collection of United States stamps, dating from 1833 to the present day, will be on display. An exhibit of air mail stamps collected by W. O. Thiede, which includes every air mail stamp issued the world over, will be included. H. M. Brehm’s collection of cancellations, will also be on display. An exhibit of air mail equipment and the same standard was used, will be the guest of honor at a banquet.

W. O. Thiede’s collection of United States stamps, including some of the finest hand-drawn stamps of the world, will be on display. An exhibit of air mail stamps collected by W. O. Thiede, which includes every air mail stamp issued the world over, will be included. H. M. Brehm’s collection of cancellations, will also be on display. An exhibit of air mail equipment and the same standard was used, will be the guest of honor at a banquet.

Between its cover, designed with a ship that might have sailed on the high seas, are pages filled with ‘Ships’, an art collection of Lawrence verse, compiled by Ursula Sigma Phi. The society is promoting the exhibit, and will provide entertainment even to those not interested in stamp collecting.

Members of the undergraduate body are urged to contribute their poetry to ‘Ships’. Contributions may be left at the Lawrence office or given to any member of Theta Sigma Phi. Members of the national group are: Elizabeth Meating, Madeleine Johnson, Helen Vairer, Ellen Shuart, and Bertha Greenberg.

Browne, Oldest Of Games

The world’s oldest game is handball, which, after being introduced in the United States, will be on display in the lobby of the Conwy Hotel.

Handball, the oldest game, is being played at the Appleton College, in keeping abreast of the modern trend, is reverting to things ancient. Facilities of the type are now provided for the playing of the oldest ball game in the world. We refer to the game of handball which, after being introduced by a Greek goddess, was played in by prehistoric man, and, as a petrified heritage, has come down to us through the ages.

The handball courts in the new Appleton College are official in every respect. The lighting and artificial ventilation are distinctly the latest developments in physical education equipment and the same standard was used in each of the other units.

Handball may be played in singles or doubles, as one wishes. A small partially solid rubber ball is used and handball gloves may be purchased for players with tender hands. The game is 21 points, and the only way that one point may be scored is with a successful serve. The server stands in a small triangular court on one side. In serving, the player attempts to hit the ball with the open hand so as to make the ball bound from the opposite wall back to the court at his side. His opponent then tries to return the ball on the rebound, losing the point if he fails to do this. The rules are few and simple; a fair degree of proficiency is possible with only a short period of practice.

Knit Fleece O’coats

That Will Wear $35

Candle Glow Tea Room

Appleton’s most delightful handson and dining service—for individuals and for groups

119 E. Lawrence St.

Appleton, Wisconsin

Better Shoe Dyeing

WHEN
THINKING
IS IT
THINK OF
SCHLAFER’S

FOR DAD
Langhage, and Leather Goods,
Golf Equipment, Tooth.

FOR MOTHER
Toasters, Parchmenters.

FOR LITTLE SISTER
Toy Kitchen Sets, Games.

FOR LITTLE BROTHER
Toys, Games, Mechanical Toys
of every description.

Come in and look around

Schlafer Hdwco., Co.

Even on a Dummy

What a Brussels has that an ordinary one still hasn’t is . . . well . . . it’s what Buddy Rogers has that a dummy hasn’t.

A forty dollar Brown that just arriv­­ed will perfectly illustrate our point.

New Fall Braeburns

95c 98c 92c

The Store for Men

Hughes Clothing Company

108 W. College Ave.

Appleton, Wis.

Knit Fleece O’coats

That Will Wear

$35

CAHAIL The Tailor

104 E. COLLEGE AVE. (Upstairs)